Coherent global motion in the absence of coherent velocity signals.
It is widely believed that form and motion are analysed separately in mammalian visual systems. Form is confined within a stream that projects ventrally from V1 to the inferotemporal cortex, and motion within a stream that projects more dorsally, to the posterior parietal cortex [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]. Current descriptions suggest that there is little contact between the two streams until the products of their separate analyses are bound together at a late (and still unidentified) stage in perception [3] [8] [9] [10]. There are, however, indications that form and motion signals may interact [11], and that form signals, streaks derived from motion, may assist in the analysis of its direction [12]. Lennie [13] proposes that all image attributes, form and motion included, remain intimately coupled within the same retinotopic map at all stages of visual analysis. Here we show that form, independent of motion, can give coherence to incoherent motion. Sequences of Glass patterns [14] built to a common global rule are devoid of coherent motion signals, but they produce motion consistent with the global rule for form, not with the random velocity components of the pattern sequence.